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The Journal of Agriculture, Food Systems, and Community Development is committed to ensuring the integrity of all its activities. The Conflict of Interest Policy for JAFSCD contributors requires each author to disclose all relevant financial and other interests that might be construed as resulting in an actual, potential, or apparent conflict in one's role as contributor to JAFSCD, regardless of amount or value.
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- ownership interest, including stock options but excluding indirect investments through mutual funds and the like, in a publicly traded company;
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- membership on another entity's board of directors or its advisory committees (whether for-profit or not-for-profit).
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☑ No author(s) of this Work has/have a conflict of interest, including specific financial interests, relationships, and/or affiliations relevant to the subject matter or materials in this Work.

☐ The author(s) certify that all conflicts of interest, as applicable to each author, including specific financial interests, relationships, and/or affiliations relevant to the subject matter or materials included in this Work, are disclosed in the manuscript, in the disclosures section.
Part II. COPYRIGHT TRANSFER

For New Leaf to publish the Work accepted to JAFSCD, the author(s) must transfer specific copyrights to New Leaf. If the Work has multiple authors, the corresponding author may transfer copyright to New Leaf by signing section A with the consent of each co-author. If the copyright is owned by the U.S. government, the senior or corresponding author or an authorized representative of the government must sign section B. If the manuscript is not published in JAFSCD, this copyright transfer agreement will not take effect.

Notes on a Work Supported by U.S. Government Grants or Contracts
Authors who are not U.S. government employees, but who are publishing a work supported by a U.S. government grant or contract, are requested to transfer copyright to New Leaf. This kind of transfer permits the broad dissemination of the work while recognizing the U.S. government’s prior license to use the work for noncommercial purposes.

Part II, Section A — For Works NOT Authored Entirely by U.S. Government Employees

1. The author(s) hereby transfer all copyrights in and to the Work in all forms and media, now or hereafter known, to New Leaf effective if and when the Work is accepted for publication in JAFSCD, with the exception of those stated below.

2. The author(s) retain the following nonexclusive copyrights, to be exercised only after the Work has been published in final format in the online version of JAFSCD.
   (a) Reprint the Work in print collections of the author(s)’s own writing.
   (b) Present the Work orally in its entirety.
   (c) Use the Work in a thesis and/or dissertation.
   (d) Reproduce the Work for use in courses the author(s) is/are teaching. (If the author(s) is/are employed by an academic institution, that institution may also reproduce the Work for course teaching.)
   (e) Distribute photocopies of the Work to colleagues, but only for noncommercial purposes.
   (f) Reuse figures and tables created by the author(s) in future works the author(s) write(s).

In all the instances under clause 2 (a) through 2 (f) above, the author will give proper credit to the original publication in JAFSCD as follows:

This research was originally published in the Journal of Agriculture, Food Systems, and Community Development. Author(s). Title. Year; vol.: pp.–pp. © by New Leaf Associates, Inc.

⇒ Note that permission is not granted by New Leaf for any author to post the full-text paper in any form (PDF, JPG, etc.) on any website without prior permission. To share your work, you may post the title, abstract, keywords, DOI, etc., with a link to the JAFSCD website (www.AgDevJournal.com).

3. The author(s) warrant(s) that the Work (or its essential substance) has not been published other than as an abstract in any language or format and has not been submitted elsewhere for print or electronic publication consideration.

4. The author(s) warrant(s) that the manuscript does not contain any material the publication of which would violate any copyright or other personal or proprietary right of any person or entity.
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☐ I am the sole author of the Article.
☒ I am one of multiple co-authors of the Article and confirm I have the consent of my co-authors to sign this agreement on their behalf.
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Sign this section only if ALL authors were U.S. Government employees at the time the work was prepared. For a Work written by one or more privately employed authors, Section A should be completed and signed. This section only needs to be signed by one authorized author or representative.

Work prepared by U.S. Government employees in their official capacities is not subject to copyright in the United States. Such authors may place their paper in the public domain, which means that it may be freely copied, republished, and redistributed. In order for the work to be placed in the public domain, all authors must be official U.S. Government employees.

This section is to be used for a Work prepared by a U.S. Government employee within the scope of his or her employment or commissioned as a work for hire under a written agreement.

1. The undersigned certifies that all author(s) of the Work is/are employed by the U.S. Government and performed this work as part of their employment and that the Work is therefore not subject to U.S. copyright protection.

2. The author(s) warrant(s) that the Work (or its essential substance) has not been published other than as an abstract in any language or format and has not been submitted elsewhere for print or electronic publication consideration.

3. The author(s) warrants(s) that the manuscript does not contain any material the publication of which would violate any copyright or other personal or proprietary right of any person or entity.

4. The author(s) will obtain and include with the manuscript written permission from any respective copyright owners for the use of any textual, illustrative, or tabular materials that have been previously published or are otherwise copyrighted and owned by third parties. The author(s) agree(s) that it is their responsibility to pay any fees charged for permissions.
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Part III — Agreement to Best Practices

As corresponding author, you agree to:

1. Be contacted by and respond to New Leaf or a reader with inquiries about your paper;

2. Be the repository for references cited in your paper. As websites come and go, you may be asked by readers in the future to provide reports or other references no longer accessible online. Please keep this information on file either via hard copy or electronically so it’s available if requested.

3. Keep your contact information with JAFSCD up-to-date so we can contact you in the future if needed.

Part IV — Approval of Final Manuscript

I have reviewed the final manuscript as provided by New Leaf, and on behalf of myself as corresponding author and all co-authors, I approve this version to be published in the Journal of Agriculture, Food Systems, and Community Development.

I/We also agree to be contacted by New Leaf occasionally regarding ways to publicize JAFSCD in general or to publicize specific content related to my submission. (You can request to not receive these messages at any time.)

Printed Name: Nathaniel R. Foust-Meyer

Signature: Nathaniel R. Foust-Meyer

Date: 13 · March · 15